Tired of Casting Votes for “Idols” on Reality TV?

Why Not Vote for Some Real-Life Superstars?

Our nurses may not sing like Idols, but they provide exceptional care that deserves real recognition. That’s why we need your help—in identifying one remarkable caregiver. If you or a family member have come to us for inpatient or outpatient care in the last year and have a nurse you’d like to thank for giving the extra mile, let us know about your experience.

Nominate your favorite nurse for the 2010 Patient Choice Award. We’ll be announcing the winner in conjunction with National Nurses Week in May. Submit nominations online at nrnm.com/nominations or get a nomination form at our front desk and turn it in to the marketing department.

www.nnrnm.com

Get The Latest School News Without Getting Ink All Over Your Hands.

Get in the know, and stay ahead of the game with the latest school news and events, all without the hassle of ink on your hands! Stay informed and up-to-date with the latest happenings at your school. Stay connected and stay ahead!
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Movie Gallery closes

University continues to push for a Redbox on campus

Movie Gallery stores across the nation are going out of business, including the Kirksville location which closed in March. With the liquidation, the company is offering all of its property to the highest bidder. The Adair County area produces mainly soybeans and corn, and many farms raise cattle. Which then requires a huge cost for farms with cattle, which then results in farmers experiencing rainfall, which does not keep floods away from crops, which is a bigger issue in the winter season.

Local Farmer Doug Thomas stands in front of his tractor. The long winter delayed planting for farmers, setting back planting.
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